### Features

The Criss Cross coffee table is a popular minimalist base, a great choice for all residential and commercial environments. New Zealand made.

- Strong steel in chrome or powdercoated frame in Matt Black or White
- Criss Cross base
- Adjustable feet for uneven surfaces
- Various custom made sizes
- 18 or 25mm tops as standard

### Specifications

- **Strong steel in chrome or powdercoated frame in Matt Black or White**
- **Criss Cross base**
- **Adjustable feet for uneven surfaces**
- **Various custom made sizes**
- **18 or 25mm tops as standard**

### Options

- Available in a range of melteca, melamine or veneer surfaces and various edging option.

### Dimensions

- **Standard sizes (mm):**
  - 600 diameter x 425h
  - 800 diameter x 425h